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1. Tapas: resilience 

No mud, no lotus. No sand, no pearl. No thorn, no rose.  

Tapas might be translated as a strong will to light a fire and once the fire is going keep adding 
sticks and logs. Adversities such as the wind and the water might come in the way and should 
be tackled immediately as it is easier to keep a fire on than starting it all over again.  

In the journey of self-discovery, the escapes from reality/the short term immediate gratifications 
are likely to be the trickiest adversities to be disciplined.  

There might be some pain in the process of burning impurities to become gold.  

Having a growth rather than a fixed mindset, bending for not breaking, firmly holding for the 
blessing are required.  

Care must be taken though that the fire does not spread all over the place and a burnout 
occurs. Thus, brahmacharya or balance is required.   

2. Brahmacharya: balance 

Our ego likes to feel needed and it does not like the idea that life can go without us.  

Our ego likes to be where the action is.  

Our ego enjoys the sense of accomplishment of checking things off the long task list.  

Our ego struggles finding the ‘just enough’ moment.  

Our ego often goes into excessive behaviors naively believing that it would solve the feeling of 
lacking.  

Brahmacharya invite us to reflect whether we are able to separate our mind’s stories from our 
body’s needs, whether we are doing the activity or the activity is doing us, whether we are 
choosing holiness or indulgence.  

In our fast pace life, Brahmacharya may ask us to pause, to slow down, to find our equilibrium.  

Because balance is different in each of us, in order to find it, listening the guidance and the 
wisdom of our inner voice is necessary. Thus, swadyaya or self-study is presented.      

3. Swadyaya: the beginner’s mind 

Our world is not a reflection of what is there but what we see based on our belief system. This 
system is not wrong or right but it is constraining. What we think we know stop us from inquiry. 
Unveiling this system is not easy. Usually, we are able to notice it when disharmony occurs. The 
people ‘we can’t stand’, the situations that ‘drive us crazy’ usually give us an opportunity to 
notice something we are resisting, something we are not willing to see.  



As in the Chrerokee story, two animals live inside us: a wolf and a lamb. We must consciously 
acknowledge the existence of both and make our choice of which we are feeding. Denying a 
part of us cut us off from the reality of ourselves and of the others.  

Lightening our whole interior landscape requires compassion (ahimsa) which is our next topic. 

4. Ahimsa: compassion 

One has to grow hard but without ever losing tenderness. Developing compassion requires 
strength especially in the moments where we feel powerlessness.  

Indeed, when we found ourselves out of choices and incompetent to deal with the challenge 
ahead, we often respond with anger or withdrawal. Looking at the story we are telling ourselves 
and taking responsibility for handling the situation in a new and fresh way demands courage. 
The courage to be aware of our weakness but not be paralyzed by it. The courage to keep 
walking regardless of our fears.  

Coping with challenges give us a sense competence, self-esteem and accomplishment. Usually 
the more we embrace our imperfections and trust the life’s trials as a rich learning experience, 
the more love prevails over worries.  

This goes not only for ourselves but also to the ones surrounding us. Instead of trying to save or 
fix them, we have faith in their journey, their answers, their time. We are no longer like the 
monkey sitting high in a tree holding a fish after a flood exclaiming “I saved him from drowning!”. 
We lose the arrogance of thinking we know better. We chose speaking less and listening more.  

Trusting ourselves and others in our/their ability to cope claim surrender (ishvarapranidhana). 

5. Ishvarapranidhana: surrender     

What we resist persist. Surrending is often understood as a passive behavior but it requires a 
conscious intended action.  

A scientific experiment was made where a banana was placed inside a cage with narrow bars. A 
monkey came along, reached in between the bars and grabbed the banana. Because pulling 
the banana between the bars was an impossible task, the monkey in order to regain its freedom 
needed to let it go the banana.  

Like the monkey, sometimes we hold on to the past and the future instead of surrendering to the 
present. We are stuck in ‘what was’ or ‘what will be’ instead of ‘just being’.  

Ishvarapranidhana (surrender) requires strength and softness at the same time. Strength to 
meet life as scary and overwhelming as it can be and softness to let the flow of life move us.  

It is like partnering in a dance. Sometimes we lead, sometimes we let ourselves be led. In order 
to know when to step forward, back, to the side, cultivating an objective awareness or 
aparigraha is key.  

Only by paying attention to the needs of the moment, we are able to understand the direction to 
take in order to develop ourselves to fulfill our call.   

6. Aparigraha: seeing the good in the bad and the bad in the good 

A father wanted his sons to learn not to judge things too quickly so he sent each of them to look 
a pear tree in a different season and asked them to describe the tree after.  

The first, sent in the winter, describe it as dull, colorless, dry, bent and twisted.  



The second, sent in the spring, said it was bright, colorful, blossoming, full of life and promise.  

The third, sent in summer, stated that the tree looks rich, exuberant, juicy and tender.  

The forth, sent in the fall, indicated that it looks like it was in the process of changing, 
transforming, becoming something else.  

The father then explained that because each son had seen the tree in one season their report 
unveil a dot of a broader picture, a shot of a wider movie. The truth is within the dot and shot but 
bigger than them.  

Like the seasons of the year, our happy and sad moments should not be seeing as reveling our 
essence or fate but instead as a transient step in the ladder of our existence.  

Seeing the good in the bad and the bad in the good, detaching from our likes and dislikes, 
preferences and prejudices is an essential skill to let it go the solidity created by the mind and 
accept the Impermanence as the only constant in life.  

Embracing such idea might feel like ‘a suspension in the void’, ‘a lack of floor under our feet’ but 
it has the gift of reminding us that ‘when nothing is certain, anything is possible’.  

Because aparigraha can be quite groundless, combining it with satya (truth) might 
recommendable so that after losing ourselves we are able to find ourselves again.  

7. Satya: truth 

Human beings have both a need of belonging and of expanding and growing. Being part of a 
group provide us connection but also entails the acceptance of its rules and beliefs constraining 
our full expression. How many times we say ‘yes’ when we mean ‘no’, we are nice rather than 
being real.  

The culture may be so engrained in our cells that it might be even hard identifying the true 
nature of our heart’s desire. Other times we know what makes our heart sing but we lack 
courage and conviction to take risks and jeopardize our comfort.  

We often lie when truth feels dangerous. Although pretending might avoid conflicts, not dealing 
with immediate concerns escalates the problem, increasing the snowball size. The afterwards 
cleaning up might take much more time. That is why doing it right the first time, regardless of 
the unpleasant and uncertainty, might proof to be the most efficient solution.  

A true, needed and kind communication is not only an asset in the relationship with our family, 
friends, colleagues, community but especially in the relationship with ourselves. Settling for less 
than we had hoped for has the high price of taking a lot of our life energy.  

It is true that truth is fluid. What is important for us as kid is usually not as relevant as an adult. 
What we wished for yesterday might not be our tomorrow’s desire. Truthfulness asks us to 
constantly update ourselves in order to stay current with our needs and the needs of the 
moment. It requires finding the balance between holding on and letting go, living and letting die.  

As separating the golden wheat from the chaff is not an easy task, a call for saucha (purity) is 
made aiming at removing the paraphernalia that constantly distract us from what really matters. 

8. Saucha: that and nothing else 
  
A polished table reveals the grain of the wood, a clean palate enjoys the taste of pure water, a 
uncluttered mind appreciates the beauty of poetry.  



Distinguishing the essential from the superfluous, the authenticity from the adulteration, the pure 
from the impure requires practice. In the midst of imagination, suppositions, erroneous 
conclusions, information is noise, experience is music.  

Only by trying, succeeding and failing, we are able to see the figure against the background. 
Only by putting different hats and combining covers and pans, we are able to figure it out our 
own hat, the cover of our pan.  

Thus, direct experience may help us peeling the layers of pollution, contamination, corruption 
that prevent the unveiling of our most genuine version.  

The process must occur both ways (i.e. from outside in and from inside out). Hence, thoughts, 
words and actions must be aligned providing fertile ground for integrity to bloom.  

The more we clean the mess, confusion, tangling of our minds, hearts and behaviors, the 
significant minimum core gets closer and contentment (santosha) follows. 
  
9. Santosha: let it be 

In the art of kintsugi cracked pottery is mended with gold showcasing that an imperfection rather 
than a flaw is an asset making the object unique.  

Finding beauty in things as they are, accepting peacefully the cycle of growth and decay, 
appreciating rather than perfecting, shifting the balance from doing to being, building on what 
we already have are some of the calls of santosha.  

Translated as contentment, santosha invite us to be satisfied with the immediate experience. 
This does not mean accepting what does not feel right, complacency or stagnating growth. It 
simply recommends making the best of the current conditions, circumventing obstacles by 
looking at them through creative angles, taking charge for our behaviors and not expecting the 
world (our job, our partner, our friends) to meet our needs.  

It requires moving towards the destination without getting obsessed by it, being patience 
remembering that nothing in nature blooms all year, being humble and letting go of the thought 
we know better.  

It is not passive but active and it demands a deliberate choice of falling in love with ourselves, 
our beloved ones, our life despite all the flaws and imperfections. The glass can be half-full, half 
empty, refillable depending on the viewpoint of the observer.  

Realizing that we are the ones attributing meaning to neutral objects is key in finding 
contentment. As Oscar Wilde rightfully noticed unhappiness comes not only for not getting what 
we want but also getting what we want to the extent that it makes us hooked in the like/dislike 
game.  

Embracing what it comes and letting go of the illusion that there can be something else is 
santosha, a fundamental practice to asteya which is our last commandment.  

10. Asteya: you get what you give  

Asteya can be translated as not stealing.  

We steal from ourselves when through self-sabotage, lack of belief in ourselves, low self-
esteem, judgements, criticisms, demands for perfection, we limit the unfold of our uniqueness 
and get sidetracked from our dreams.  



We steal from others when we expect them to fulfill our gaps, when instead of listening to 
understand we listen to reply, when rather than uplifting and bringing some lightness we throw 
such a heavy load that the other leaves feeling that something has been taken from them.  

We steal from the earth when we forget that everything in our temporary possession is on loan 
to us, it is precious and should be cared. Each of our decisions matters. If it has not been freely 
given, it does not belong to us. If we cannot give something back in exchange, we should not 
take.  

Looking at the world without seeking to benefit or profit from it, without wanting to get something 
out of every situation, we open ourselves to the many gifts we receive and realize how wealthy 
we are.  

By watering our own grass it will not be less green than the neighbor’s one, by giving love and 
freedom to others, love and freedom comes back to us, by generously sharing the treasuries 
that life has given us, we realize how abundant, prosperous and whole we are.  
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